Entanglement is one of the essential resources of quantum information and communication technology. Photons are the most popular and promising media to manipulate entanglement. In this review article, concepts and progress in the generation, observation, and characterization of entangled photons are presented. Starting from underlying theoretical concepts, a historical review on the generation of entangled photons is given. Particularly, recent results on the generation of polarizationentangled photons from semiconductor sources are reviewed and discussed.
Introduction
Quantum information and communication technology (QICT) is one of the most direct and novel applications of quantum mechanics. Many researchers in the areas of pure and applied physics, mathematics, informatics and so on, are attracted by this fascinating research field. Entanglement, i.e., nonlocal quantum correlation between two or more quantum-mechanical objects, is one of the key issues in QICT. Thus, the development of techniques to generate, process, distribute, and characterize entanglement is of great importance in the field.
Entanglement was first but implicitly discussed by Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen (EPR) in 1935, 1) aiming at an objection to quantum mechanics. In the 1960s, an existence criterion of such nonlocal quantum correlation was formalized by Bell's inequality 2) and its generalization known as CHSH-Bell's inequality. 3) From the 1960s through the 1980s, several experiments [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] had been carried out to test Bell's inequality; they had demonstrated the violation of Bell's inequality and thus manifested the existence of nonlocal quantum correlations brought about by entanglement. In these experiments, the researchers used photon pairs emitted from atomic cascades in which the emitted photon pairs have entanglement in their polarization states. Following to such pioneering studies to generate entangled photons from atomic sources, a number of methods to generate entangled photons have been proposed. As far as materials are concerned, atoms, various optical nonlinear crystals, optical fibers, and semiconductors have been used to generate entangled photons. Parametric down-conversion in optical nonlinear crystals has been the most popular and powerful method of obtaining entangled photons since the late 1980s. [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] Most recently, entangled photon generation using semiconductor materials [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] has attracted attention because of its potential for the realization of entangled photon-emitting diodes in the near future. The highly effective generation of entangled photons will be essential to advance quantum information and communication protocols that require a large number of entangled objects as their primary resources. Thus, the generation, observation and characterization of such a large number of entangled photons are also hot topics in the fields of experimental as well as theoretical QICT.
To date, various massive quantum objects such as protons, [20] [21] [22] atoms, 23) and trapped ions 24, 25) have been used to demonstrate entanglement. Furthermore, entanglement between macroscopic objects such as superconducting circuits 26) and atomic ensembles 27) has also been demonstrated. However, in practice, it is still very difficult to maintain the entanglement of such massive objects because of its fragility in standard environments. Photons are the most promising and practical media to generate, process, and distribute entanglement because quantum states, including entanglement, encoded in photons are comparatively robust against environments.
In this review article, methods of generating, observing, and characterizing entangled photons are reviewed and discussed. Of particular interest is the polarization-entangled photon pairs, i.e., photons that are entangled in their polarization states. In §2, we present a brief review of the representation and physical coding of entanglement. In §3, we review and discuss the methods of generating entangled photon pairs, such as atomic sources, parametric downconversion, and semiconductor sources. In §4 and §5, we describe the methods of observing and characterizing the entanglement. In these sections, our recent results on the generation of entangled photons from a semiconductor material 15, 19) are presented as an example. In §6, other topics and applications concerning entanglement held by photons are briefly described. I hope this review will encourage readers who have general interest in applied physics to look at the underlying technology of QICT, which uses entanglement as one of its essential resources.
Representation of Entangled States
''Entanglement'' is a word that presents the concept of nonlocal quantum correlations between two or more quantum-mechanical systems. Quantum systems that can hold entanglement may be either two-level (qubit) systems such as electron spins and photon polarizations, or continuous variable systems such as position-momentum, 1, 28) which appears in the original EPR paradox, 1) and quadrature variance. 29) Furthermore, entanglement shared by more than two quantum systems, i.e., multipartite entanglement, is also a hot topic. However, here, we focus on the most simple and primary entangled system, i.e., entanglement shared by two qubits.
Bell states
Let j0i A , j1i A and j0i B , j1i B be the orthogonal bases of qubits in two distinguishable systems labeled by A and B.
An example of entangled states j i between the two systems is
where is the phase difference between j00i and j11i. The state such as (1) cannot be written as a direct product of the two separate systems A and B. This means that the two systems are no longer independent but hold quantum correlation between them. In such a state, as we will see later, each system (A or B) is in a complete statistical mixture between j0i and j1i, but keeping the coherence between j00i and j11i expressed by the phase . The Bell bases or Bell states are the four orthogonal bases, i.e.,
that hold complete entanglement. Any 2-qubit state is expressed by a linear combination of the Bell states. For instance, the state (1) is a linear combination of jÈ þ i and jÈ À i. In the Bell stetes, jÉ À i is antisymmetric with respect to the transposition of the systems A and B, whereas the other three are symmetric. The former is called singlet or the EPR state, whereas the latter is called triplets.
The state such as (1) and Bell states hold the highest degree of entanglement in the 2-qubit system. Thus, they are called maximally entangled states. On the contrary, such a state
has a lower degree of entanglement when p 6 ¼ 1=2, and thus it is called the nonmaximally entangled state. In particular, it has no entanglement when p ¼ 0; 1.
Pure and mixed states: density matrix representation
The Bell states as well as the states (1) and (4) are pure states that are expressed by the linear combination of the basis vectors. When the states lose phase coherence between the bases, or decohere in other words, they also lose their degree of entanglement and are called mixed states. So as to express quantum systems including mixed states in general, we introduce the density matrix representation
where p i is the probability that the system is in state j i i. For instance, the density matrix of the system in a maximally entangled pure state expressed by eq. (1) becomes 
In this matrix representation, we used j00i, j01i, j10i, and j11i as a basis set of the 2-qubit system. Each diagonal element of the density matrix represents the probability, i.e., population, that the system is in a corresponding basis state, and the off-diagonal elements represent the coherence that the system holds between the basis states. The density matrix in eq. (6) has the off-diagonal elements j00ih11j and j11ih00j whose absolute values are the same as those of the diagonal elements j00ih00j and j11ih11j, showing that it has full coherence between j00i and j11i.
On the other hand, the density matrix of the system that has only a classical correlation in a 1 : 1 statistical mixture of the pure states j00i and j11i is
in which the off-diagonal elements are all 0, indicating that the mixed state lacks a phase relationship between the constituent states, j00i and j11i. Furthermore, the density matrix of a statistical mixture where all the basis states j00i, j01i, j10i, and j11i are equally mixed becomes
This state is called the fully mixed state. In addition, the density matrix of a ð1 À aÞ : a statistical mixture of the Bell state jÈ þ i and the fully mixed state in eq. (8) becomes
This state is called the Werner state.
30)
Note that the state of each constituent qubit in a maximally entangled state is a fully mixed state. The density matrix of the qubit is obtained by the partial tracing of the whole system with respect to the rest other than the qubit concerned. For instance, the density matrix A of the qubit A in the maximally entangled 2-qubit system (6) is obtained by the partial tracing of the 2-qubit density matrix with respect to B:
This is the fully mixed state in the 1-qubit system. Thus, in general, quantum states including pure and mixed states are characterized by density matrices. As discussed in §5, we can evaluate the degree of entanglement in terms of a number of measures that are calculated from the density matrix.
2.3 Coding of qubits and entanglement on photon polarization Qubits are implemented on any physical states that can be regarded as two-level states. With regard to photons, there are still several ways to implement qubits. The two most important implementations of photonic qubits are polarization qubits and time-bin qubits. Polarization qubits have been used to investigate various kinds of principal experiments on entanglement, such as the tests of Bell's inequality. Time-bin qubits are mainly applied to quantum communication protocols such as quantum cryptography 31) because of their compatibility with optical fiber transmission. Here, we focus on the implementation and use of polarization qubits and discuss the entanglement between them. For readers who have interest in other kinds of qubits including time-bin qubits, it would be helpful to see, for instance, ref. 31 .
In classical optics, the polarization of light corresponds to the direction of the electric (or magnetic) field amplitude of an electromagnetic wave. In free space, the electromagnetic wave is transverse and thus the polarization has two degrees of freedom, i.e., x and y, assuming that the electromagnetic wave propagates along z. Any pure polarization states are expressed by the two-dimensional unit vector
where a x (a y ) is the x (y) component of the normalized field amplitude, and kak 2 ¼ ja x j 2 þ ja y j 2 ¼ 1. Note that the z component is missing because of the transverse nature of the field. From the quantum mechanical viewpoint, a quantum associated with a three-dimensional vector field has triply degenerated internal degree of freedom, i.e., spin s ¼ 1.
32,33)
Although a photon is a spin-1 (s ¼ 1) particle, the state for s z ¼ 0 is missing because of the massless and transverse nature of a photon in free space. Thus, the polarization state for a single photon behaves as a two-level system, obeying SU(2) algebra just like an electron spin. If we take two orthogonal linear polarization states, jxi and jyi, as its bases, any polarization state j i can be expressed by their superposition
where h j i ¼ jc x j 2 þ jc y j 2 ¼ 1. The classical meaning of eq. (12) is straightforward by comparing with eq. (11). Thus, we can regard the quantum state of the photon polarization as a qubit;
It is very common for experimentalists to express the polarization states on the basis of their laboratory coordinates where photons propagate on a level with the ground. Horizontal and vertical polarization states, jHi and jVi, respectively, are used as the bases;
Diagonal (AE45 ) linear polarization states, jD þ i and jD À i, are
Left and right circular polarization states, jLi and jRi, are
Since the polarization state for a single photon is regarded as a qubit, the combination of polarization states of a pair of photons, which hereafter we refer to as the two-photon polarization state, expresses two qubits. The bases of the two-photon polarization states are jHHi, jHVi, jVHi, and jVVi, where j A B i represents the state in which the polarization states of photons A and B are j A i and j B i, respectively. By using this expression, the polarizationentangled Bell states are expressed by
It is worth noting the expression of Bell states on the bases other than jHi and jVi. For example, we obtain jHHi þ jVVi ¼ jLRi þ jRLi;
jHVi À jVHi ¼ jLRi À jRLi; ð22Þ from simple transformations. Note that the representation of each triplet state (19) - (21) depends on the bases, whereas that of the singlet state (22) is independent. For instance, the triplet state (19) exhibits a positive correlation (parallel polarizations) in the H-V bases while having negative correlation (counter-circular polarizations) in the L-R bases.
Generation of Entangled Photons

Atomic sources
In the early years, trials were made to generate polarization-entangled photons using pair creation of gamma-ray photons produced by positron annihilation. 34, 35) However, the absence of good polarizers in the gamma-ray region gave no dependable evidence of the entanglement. The first reliable source that experimentally manifested the entanglement was cascaded two-photon emission from a single atom.
The polarization correlation of photons emitted from such atomic cascades was investigated using calcium 4, 5, 8, 9) and mercury 6, 7) atoms. For example, a diagram of the atomic cascade in calcium is shown in Fig. 1 . The atom is excited from its ground state jgi = (4s 2 1 S 0 ) to the excited state jei = (4p 2 1 S 0 ) by two-photon excitation. 8) The excited state consists of two excited 4p electrons forming zero total angular momentum (J ¼ 0). Thus, the angular momentum part of the excited state is . In this scheme, the total angular momentum J of the atom changes as J ¼ 0 ! 1 ! 0. Assuming that the two photons are emitted along the quantization axis, the second term in eq. (23) does not contribute to the optical transition. As a result, if we observe the two photons emitted to opposite directions, the photon pair is entangled so that their polarization state is the maximally entangled state
where L and R denote the polarization state (L: left circular, R: right circular) of each photon. The polarization entangled state (24) can be rewritten in linear polarization bases as
where H and V denote horizontal and vertical linear polarizations, respectively. Thus, from this atomic cascade, the generation of entangled photons in the triplet Bell state is expected. In practice, Aspect et al. performed the test of CHSH-Bell's inequality (see §4.2) utilizing the photons thus generated. 8, 9) In their experiments, the obtained S was S ¼ 2:697 AE 0:015, 9) exhibiting a violation of the inequality. This is the first clear demonstration of the generation of entangled photon pairs.
Although this method for generating entangled photons was pioneering, it is rather hard to collect the emitted pairs efficiently, because the photons are emitted randomly to a whole solid angle. Also, handling single atoms is not very useful for applications to general experiments. Thus, the atomic cascade has not been frequently used in practical quantum info-communication experiments, in spite of its honor as the first entangled photon source.
Parametric down-conversion
Parametric down-conversion (PDC) is a nonlinear optical process in which a pump light is converted into two (signal and idler) lights in a crystal with ð2Þ optical nonlinearity. 36) Spontaneous parametric down-conversion, parametric fluorescence in other words, has been observed since the 1960s. 37, 38) From a quantum optical point of view, PDC is a process in which twin daughter photons are produced simultaneously from a parent photon, 39) as shown in Fig. 2 .
The interaction Hamiltonian H of this process is expressed by 36 )
whereâ a y i andâ a i are the creation and annihilation operators for the pump (i ¼ 0), signal (i ¼ 1), and idler (i ¼ 2) modes, respectively, and g is the coupling constant. The first and second terms in eq. (26) represent PDC and its inverse, i.e., sum frequency generation, respectively. In the continuouswave approximation, the sum frequency of the signal and idler lights must be the same as the pump light frequency. Also, a phase matching condition must be fulfilled so that each light wave generated is in phase at every point in the nonlinear crystal. These conditions are represented by
where ! i and k i are the frequencies and wave vectors of the lights, respectively. These conditions are regarded as energy and momentum conservations of the photons concerned. As a result, the signal and idler photons have natural correlations in energy and momentum. In addition, the emission of the signal and idler photons should be simultaneous in practical conditions. The correlations in eqs. (27) and (28) were confirmed by observations including the simultaneous detection of the photon pairs. 39) Because of these characteristics, PDC has been used frequently as a pair photon source for various types of two-photon interferometry, 40) such as Hong-Ou-Mandel interference. 41) In the generation of polarization-entangled photons, it is essential to consider the polarization states of the photon pairs generated by PDC. There are two types of phase matching conditions in PDC, depending on the polarization states. One is called type-I phase matching or type-I PDC, in which the generated signal and idler photons have parallel polarizations. The other is called type-II, where the signal and idler photons have perpendicular polarizations. Both types can be used to generate photon pairs that are entangled in their polarization. The pioneering work to generate the polarization-entangled state from PDC utilized type-I phase matching, combined with the use of a nonpolarizing beam splitter (a half-reflecting, half-transmitting mirror, independent of polarization). 10, 11) In these experiments, as shown in Fig. 3 , the polarization of one of the photons was rotated to obtain two orthogonally polarized photons, and then the two photons are combined at the beamsplitter. When two photons having jHi and jVi polarizations are combined at the beamsplitter, the resultant two-photon polarization state j i after the beamsplitter is 11) 
where A and B denote the two output ports of the beamsplitter. This state is a product state and thus is not entangled. However, if we select the events in which the two photons separate into the two output ports, A and B, the resultant state consists of the first two terms in eq. (29):
This is the maximally entangled state. The technique involves the so-called postselection procedure, in which the desired state (30) is selected from the whole generated state (29) . The selection procedure is probabilistic (success probability = 1/2) and thus it is inappropriate for applications such as the loophole-free Bell's inequality test. 42) Nevertheless, this was the first experimental demonstration of polarization-entangled photons generated from PDC. Later, a similar technique was applied to type-II PDC. 12) In 1995, Kwiat et al. reported the polarization entanglement between the photons generated from a crystal in type-II PDC, 13) without the use of postselection. As shown in Fig. 4 , under a particular type-II phase matching condition, signal and idler photons are emitted along the two conical surfaces: one for signal photons that have horizontal polarization, and the other for idler photons that have vertical polarization. The two conical surfaces cross with each other at two directions, A and B, where the signal and idler photons are emitted so that when one is emitted to A, the other is emitted to B, and vice versa. Thus, the polarization state of the photons simultaneously emitted to the two directions should be
The phase between the two terms in eq. (31) can be adjusted by placing an additional birefringent phase shifter in one of the optical paths after the crystal. This method was used in the first experimental demonstration of quantum teleportation. 43) Another method to generate entangled photons from PDC was also invented by Kwiat et al. in 1999. 14) In this method, two identical crystals operated with type-I phase matching are used; they are oriented with their optic axes aligned in perpendicular planes. As shown in Fig. 5 , when the two crystals are illuminated by a 45 -polarized pump beam, the signal and idler photons are emitted together from either crystal, #1 or #2. Crystal #1 emits signal and idler photons with horizontal polarization, whereas crystal #2 emits photons with vertical polarization. The two cones along which the photons are emitted from each crystal are coaxial and almost identical, or indistinguishable, if the crystals are sufficiently thin. Thus, the polarization state of the emitted photons is the superposition of the two cases, i.e.,
The phase between the two terms in eq. (32) can be adjusted by controlling, for instance, the relative phase between the horizontal and vertical components of the pump beam. This method is more efficient than the method using type-II phase matching described earlier, because the photons emitted into larger solid angles are entangled. Thus, this method has been frequently used in various basic experiments of QICT. In both methods described above, note that the two states [jHVi and jVHi in eq. (31), jHHi and jVVi in eq. (32)] should be indistinguishable except for their polarization. This means that the spatiotemporal modes for the two states should be identical. In birefringent materials, the group velocity of light pulses depends on their polarization and thus the wave packets of the generated photons split from each other depending on their polarization. If the separation of the photon wave packets is larger than their temporal width, which is on the order of the inverse spectral width The polarization of one of the photons emitted from PDC was rotated by a half-wave plate (HWP) to obtain a pair of orthogonally polarized photons. Then, the photon pair is combined at BS. Under the condition that the photon pair is separated into the two output ports, A and B, the state is entangled as eq. (30). (in the typical experimental condition, the temporal width is on the order of 100 fs), it causes the distinguishability that results in the degradation of entanglement. Thus, the thickness of the nonlinear crystal should be sufficiently small so that the separation of the photon wave packets is sufficiently small compared with their temporal width. It is effective to insert additional birefringent crystals to compensate the separation of the photon wave packets. [44] [45] [46] Another method utilizing PDC to generate polarizationentangled photons is to place nonlinear crystal(s) in an interferometer. 42, [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] Figure 6 shows an example of how to generate polarization-entangled photons using type-II PDC in a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. 54) In the interferometer, signal and idler photons are emitted from either PDC crystal, #1 or #2. The 45 -polarized pump beam is divided by a polarization beamsplitter (PBS), which reflects and transmits photons in vertical and horizontal polarizations, respectively. The pump beam then illuminates two nonlinear crystals whose optic axes are oriented orthogonally, one vertically and the other horizontally. Each crystal emits photon pairs consisting of one horizontally and one vertically polarized photons. The wave packets of the photon pairs are combined at the PBS again; if PDC crystal #1 emits photon pairs, the output state will be jHi A jVi B , and if PDC crystal #2 emits photons, the state will be jVi A jHi B . Thus, the output state from the interferometer is the superposition of the two cases, i.e., the same state as in eq. (31) . The phase can be adjusted by changing the path length difference between the two arms of the interferometer. This interferometric scheme presents the principle of generating entanglement, i.e., the superposition of the two states that interfere with each other. However, the stability of the interferometer, which is sensitive to environmental perturbation, limits the performance of entanglement. In this context, Sagnac interferometers have been used to obtain stable entangled photons. 52, 53) PDC using a natural optical nonlinear crystal has limitation in its working wavelength and efficiency because the phase matching condition depends on the natural dispersion of birefringence. Quasi-phase-matching (QPM) using periodically poled nonlinear crystals is a powerful technique to extend the applicability of nonlinear wavelength conversion. QPM using periodically poled lithium niobate (PPLN) 50, 51, 55) and periodically poled potassium titanyl phosphate (PPKTP) 49, 53, [56] [57] [58] has been applied to the generation of entangled photons via PDC. In particular, PPLN waveguides are used for the efficient generation of entangled photons in the telecom wavelength region (1.3 and 1.5 mm), 50, 51, 55) aiming at applying to quantum cryptography.
Semiconductor sources
Semiconductor sources that can generate nonclassical light are desirable because of their potential for various applications to QICT. For instance, the ability of single photon emitters is essential in keeping the security of quantum cryptography protocols such as BB84. 31, 59) Semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) are very useful in generating single photons. When excited electron and hole pairs, or excitons, are confined together in a nanometer-sized QD, a strong interaction takes place between them. As a result, emission energies associated with exciton recombination depend on the number of excitons in a QD. One can distinguish the single exciton emission, i.e., emission from a single electron-hole pair in a QD, by discriminating its photon energy using a monochromator. Thus, a single QD acts as a single atom, emitting only one photon at a time. The single photon emission is evident from the observation of photon antibunching, i.e., ideally no probability of observing multiple photons at the same time. The antibunching of photons was observed in the emission from a single Na atom 60) in the 1970s. In 2000, the antibunched photon emission from a single QD was experimentally confirmed. Michler et al. observed for the first time the antibunching of emitted photons from a single CdSe QD. 61) Following this pioneering study, a number of results were reported on this phenomenon. 62, 63) Note that the single photon emitter in a wavelenghth region for optical communication was readily achieved. 64) Some of these studies used pulsed excitation by which the emitted single photons are ''clocked'', so that one can expect the regulated timing of the single photons. As mentioned above, the main application of these single photon sources is supposed to be quantum cryptography. In addition, a novel idea utilizing such clocked single photons is to prepare a pair of entangled photons. 65) In the experiment, two sequent single photons were used; the polarization of one of the photons was rotated by 90 and the timing of the photon was delayed for a single clock period in order to prepare two orthogonally polarized, temporally overlapped photons. These photons were then combined by a nonpolarized beamsplitter, just as in the case using PDC shown in Fig. 3 . Thus, the resultant two-photon polarization state is the same as eq. (29) . After the postselection that chooses the events in which two photons separate into two output ports, A and B, the selected state results in eq. (30) . In this scheme, it is important that two photons emitted from a single QD are indistinguishable from each other so that quantum second-order interference between them takes place. To do so, the spectral width of the emitted photon should be a Fourier-transformed limit of the exciton lifetime. In other words, pure dephasing on the exciton wavefunction shoud be negligible in the exciton liftime. This condition can be achieved in currently available QD samples with good quality.
In addition to the entangled photon generation based on the single photon emission described above, the excitonic system in a single QD can be used for the direct generation of entangled photon pairs. In this scheme, as shown in Fig. 7 , cascaded two-photon emission from a biexciton, i.e., a bound state of two excitons, is used. 66) Similarly to the atomic cascade described in §3.1, the biexciton decays into the ground state via an exciton state emitting two sequent photons. The lowest bound state of the biexciton has zero total angular momentum (J ¼ 0); the angular momentum part of the biexciton is expressed by eq. (23). The optically allowed (bright) exciton is J ¼ 1 and the ground state is J ¼ 0. Thus, the change in the angular momentum of the biexciton cascade is the same as that of the atomic cascade, i.e., J ¼ 0 ! 1 ! 0, showing that the emitted photon pair has polarization entanglement:
We assumed here that we observe the two photons emitted to the same direction, whereas we assumed in eqs. (24) and (25) that we observe the two photons emitted to opposite directions. In spite of the theoretical prediction described above, entangled photon generation from semiconductor QD has not been successful until most recently, mainly for the following reason. Most of self-organized QDs have small asymmetry in shape that induces the splitting of the exciton energy levels depending on their polarizations. In practice, it is quite common that the spectra of single QD emission (biexciton as well as exciton emission) splits into two components depending on the polarizations. 67, 68) The splitting causes the distinguishability between the photon pairs emitted from the biexciton cascade depending on the polarization. Let the two principal axes of the polarization be set as H and V. Note that the two-photon polarization state is no longer the superposition of the two, as shown in eq. (33), but the statistical mixture of jHi A jHi B and jVi A jVi B . The density matrix representation of the state is
which is the mixed state presented in eq. (7). The state shows a classical correlation when the polarization was observed along its principal axes; it however does not exhibit any correlation when observed, for instance, in circular polarization or AE45 polarization bases. Thus, the state in eq. (34) is not entangled. Such a mixed state of the two-photon polarization was observed experimentally. 69) Most recently, two experimental groups have reported the generation of polarization-entangled photons from a single QD. [16] [17] [18] The two groups took different approaches to realize the entanglement. One used QDs having reduced asymmetry and added an in-plane magnetic field to match the spectra for H and V polarizations. 16, 17) The other used spectral filtering of the emission spectra selecting identical spectra from the overlapping spectral range of the two polarized emissions. 18) Entangled photon pairs can also be generated using biexcitons in a bulk semiconductor crystal, via the process called biexciton-resonant hyper parametric scattering (RHPS). 15, 19) In this process, as shown in Fig. 8 , two pump photons (frequency: ! p ) create the biexciton by resonant two-photon excitation. The biexciton decays into the ground states emitting two scattered photons ð! s ; ! s 0 Þ. The photon pairs thus generated also have the polarization entanglement in eq. (33), reflecting the zero angular momentum of the biexciton. Although the RHPS, or resonant two-photon Raman scattering in other words, has been extensively studied since the 1970s, [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] the applicability of the process to the generation of entangled photons has been theoretically pointed out only recently. 78) RHPS is a ð3Þ nonlinear process concerning four photons, whereas PDC discussed in §3.2 is a ð2Þ nonlinear process concerning three photons. In RHPS, the photons concerned must obey a certain phase matching condition, as in PDC. Since the photons in the crystal form exciton-polaritons as a consequence of a strong exciton-photon interaction, the phase matching condition must take the dispersion of the exciton-polariton into account. [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] [75] [76] [77] The result is that the two scattered photons are emitted along the two almost identical conical surfaces, as in the type-I PDCs case shown in Fig. 5 . In §4, we see an example of the observation of entangled photons generated from RHPS in the CuCl crystal. In addition, recent theoretical studies have predicted that RHPS will be markedly enhanced in a microcavity 79, 80) or films having specific thickness. 81) In this context, RHPS in the CuCl film has been demonstrated experimentally.
82)
Other sources
As described in §3.2, the most popular method to obtain entangled photon pairs is PDC, a second order ( ð2Þ ) optical nonlinear process in which a parent photon is converted into twin daughter photons. Higher-order nonlinear processes, e.g., ð3Þ , are also applicable to obtaining entangled photon pairs; nevertheless, the efficiency of such higher-order processes is very low unless somehow enhanced. RHPS is one of the examples of such ð3Þ processes that utilize electronic resonance to enhance its efficiency. Moreover, the strong spatiotemporal confinement of light in optical microcavities and optical waveguide structures can enhance the ð3Þ optical nonlinear process. Dispersion-shifted fibers (DSFs) are used to generate correlated photon pairs via hyper parametric scattering (HPS), or spontaneous fourwave mixing in other words. 83, 84) In this technique, the pump wavelength is set close to the zero-dispersion wavelength of the DSF so as to avoid the longitudinal separation of the pump, signal, and idler photon pulses. Thus, the ð3Þ interaction can be considerably enhanced by the spatiotemporal confinement of the photon pulses in the DSF. Recently, polarization 85) and time-bin 86) entanglements have been demonstrated using photon pairs thus generated. In addition, photonic crystal fibers were also applied to the generation of correlated photons. [87] [88] [89] [90] [91] One of the remaining problems of these techniques is the presence of background noise originating mainly from spontaneous Raman scattering. 84, 87) The suppression of Raman noise by cooling fibers can improve performance. 92, 93) Most recently, correlated photon generation in nanoscale silicon waveguides, in which the Raman noise is expected to be much smaller, has also been reported. 94) Such devices are compatible with conventional technologies in telecom wavelength and thus are promising in practical QICT.
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Observation of Entanglement
Polarization correlation measurement
In order to observe and evaluate entanglement held by photon pairs, we must perform (i) simultaneous measurement of physical quantities of constituent photons and (ii) analysis of correlation between them. For instance, in the observation of polarization entanglement, projection measurement of the two-photon polarization state incorporating coincidence measurement is necessary, as shown in Fig. 9 . Let the polarization states of the photons selected by the two polarization analyzers in the figure be and . For instance, and may be H, V, L, or R. Thus, the two-photon polarization state onto which the state is projected is ji A ji B ji. The probability p that finds the system (density matrix: ) in the polarization state ji is
If the polarization state of the photon pair is in a pure state j i, ¼ j ih j and
The rate of coincidence measurement of the photon pairs in which the polarization state is projected onto ji is proportional to p . For example, if the state is in the entangled state in eq. (33), it is expected that the projection measurement gives equal probabilities 1/2 for LR, RL, HH, and VV polarization combinations. Note that if the state is in the mixed state in eq. (34), which has only a classical correlation, it shows a perfect correlation in the linear polarization bases ðH; VÞ but no correlation in the circular bases ðL; RÞ. Figure 10 shows the experimental setup used to observe entangled photon pairs generated from RHPS in the CuCl crystal. 19) In this experiment, a femtosecond mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser having a 1 GHz repetition rate was used as a pump source. The high-repetition pumping is essential for the reduction of accidental background signals. The second harmonics of the pump light was then spectrally filtered by a zero-dispersion double monochromator to be in the twophoton resonance with the lowest biexciton (h ¼ 3:186 eV). The output light from the monochromator was focused on the sample through an ND filter. In order to suppress the accidental coincidence of uncorrelated photons, the pump power was set to approximately 10 mW. The emitted photons from the sample are fed into the optical multimode fibers connected to the two monochromators. Using the polarization analyzers consisting of a quarter wave plate and a polarizer in front of each fiber, we carried out the polarization projection measurement as described above. Monochromators #1 and #2 select the photons having appropriate photon energies satisfying the phase-matching condition (see Fig. 8 ). The photons are detected by the two photomultipliers, and the time-interval analyzer records the difference in arrival time between the photons. Signals at the same arrival time, i.e., at zero delay time, are the coincidence signals between the photon pairs originating from a biexciton, whereas others are accidental coincidences between independent photons. Figure 11 shows an example of the polarization correlation measurements thus obtained. 19) In the figure, histograms of the coincidence count rate are shown for a set of polarization combinations, as a function of delay time between two photons detected. In the histogram, the central peak at ¼ 0 is the correlated two-photon coincidence signal originating from a biexciton. Thus, the polarization correlation of this central peak presents the quantum correlation. On the other hand, the noisy background signals that appear at 6 ¼ 0 originate from uncorrelated photons generated by independent pump pulses (interval: 1 ns) and have no polarization correlations. In these histograms, it is clear that the coincidence signals at ¼ 0 appear for counter-circular (LR and RL) or parallel (HH and VV) polarization combinations, in consistent with the theoretical prediction in eq. (33).
Violation of Bell's inequality
In connection with the violation of Bell's inequality, the polarization correlation for the Bell states (2) and (3) is worth noting. If we measure the polarization states in linear polarization bases, the polarization state ji onto which the state is projected is described by j A B i where
The probability pð A ; B Þ that finds the systems in the polarization state j A B i can be easily calculated:
The observation of these relationships is used to examine the polarization-entanglement when one can expect that the twophoton polarization states are one of the Bell states.
A more explicit and quantitative proof of the violation of Bell's inequality is to examine the inequality proposed by Clauser, Horne, Shimony, and Holt (CHSH) in 1969. 3) According to the CHSH theory, Bell's inequality can be written as
and Eð A ; B Þ is given by
where Cð A ; B Þ is the coincidence count for each polarization angle and . Other Bell states also violate the inequality with S ¼ 2 ffiffi ffi 2 p . In order to confirm experimentally that the generated photon pairs actually violate CHSH-Bell's inequality (39), we must measure the polarization correlation for 16 combinations of analyzer setting ( A ¼ 0, 45, 90, 135 ; B ¼ 22:5, 67.5, 112.5, 157.5
). From the measurements similar to those in Fig. 11 , coincidence counts Cð A ; B Þ were recorded for the 16 polarization combinations. From the result, an S value of 2:34 AE 0:1 > 2 was obtained. It is clear that the S apparently violates Bell's inequality by more than 3 times the standard deviation. Although the obtained S violates Bell's inequality, the obtained S was smaller than the ideal value 2 ffiffi ffi 2 p for the Bell state jÈ þ i. This indicates the degradation of entanglement to some extent, as characterized and discussed in the next section. By using SPDC, a greater violation of Bell's inequality has been achieved. 13, 14) 5. Characterization of Entanglement
Quantum state tomography
As discussed in §2.2, any 2-qubit state is expressed by a density matrix. Polarization entanglement between two photons is also evaluated from their density matrix. The density matrix for the entangled state in eq. (33) generated from a biexciton is expressed as 
In this matrix representation, jHHi, jHVi, jVHi, and jVVi are used as a basis set. The maximally entangled state holds full coherence between the constituent bases and thus the diagonal (jHHihHHj and jVVihVVj) and off-diagonal (jHHihVVj and jVVihHHj) elements have the same absolute value 1/2 in the density matrix (41) . In order to obtain experimentally the density matrix of two-photon polarization states, we must observe the polarization correlation described in §4.1 for various polarization combinations. Then, using the procedure called quantum state tomography, 95) or simply state tomography, we can reconstruct the density matrix that is estimated from the experimental data. The number of bases, or the dimension of Hilbert space, of a 2-qubit system is 2 Â 2 ¼ 4, and thus the minimal number of polarization combinations in the correlation measurement required to reconstruct the density matrix is 4 2 ¼ 16. Mathematically, we can reconstruct the density matrix from the 16 combinations of the experimental data by linear algebra. In practice, however, errors and noises in the experimental data usually make the reconstructed density matrix unreliable; sometimes it produces unphysical density matrices that have, for instance, negative eigenvalues. In such cases, we should reconstruct the density matrix from more than 16 experimental data by maximum likelihood estimation 95) so that the resultant density matrix is not unphysical. Figure 12 shows a histogram of the reconstructed density matrix of the two-photon polarization state of the photon pairs generated by RHPS in the CuCl crystal. 19) To obtain the density matrix, data of 22 combinations in polarization correlation measurements, including those shown in Fig. 11 , are used. The diagonal elements reflect the polarization correlation in the linear polarization bases (HH, HV, VH, and VV) in Fig. 11 and the off-diagonal elements show the coherence between them. We observe that the values of the diagonal elements (jHHihHHj and jVVihVVj) and offdiagonal elements (jHHihVVj and jVVihHHj) are close to 0.5 and those of the other elements are almost zero. Thus, we observe that the experimentally reconstructed density matrix closely resembles the expected one shown in eq. (41) .
Strictly speaking, however, there are some deviations from the ideal one indicating that the entanglement is degraded to some extent by, for instance, the imperfection of the source and disturbance from the environment. The first signature of the degradation is an imbalance between the coefficients of jHHi and jVVi, as in the nonmaximally entangled state (4) . The degradation appears in a density matrix as an imbalance of the diagonal elements, jHHihHHj and jVVihVVj. This degradation comes from the experimental condition in which we expect a geometrical imbalance between the intensities of H and V polarizations of the generated photons. 19, [73] [74] [75] The second signature is the appearance of diagonal elements jHVihHVj and jVHihVHj that are not expected to appear originally. This indicates that noise approximated by the fully mixed state (8) is mixed up to the observed state. Such noise comes from the accidental coincidence signals originating from uncorrelated photons. As described in §2.2, when the fully mixed state is mixed to the maximally entangled state (41), the state becomes the Werner state (9) . The third signature of the degradation, which is not significant in our reconstructed density matrix, is a disordered phase relationship between jHHi and jVVi. In this case, the amount of off-diagonal elements, jHHihVVj and jVVihHHj, becomes smaller. The extreme case of the phase disorder results in the classical mixed state (7) in which all the off-diagonal elements are 0. Thus, by analyzing the density matrix, we can make an estimation of the degree of entanglement and the origins of its degradation.
The fidelity (F), defined by
is a measure that evaluates the closeness of the state expressed by the density matrix to the ideal pure state j i. More generally, the fidelity of the state to the state expressed by a density matrix 0 is defined by
F takes a value in the range from 0 to 1. It is obvious that F ¼ 1 for the ideal state: ¼ 0 . The fidelity of the classical mixed states in eq. (7), which holds a classically maximal correlation, to the maximally entangled state (1) is F ¼ 0:5; this is the upper bound of the fidelity of any classical states to the maximally entangled state. The fidelity of the reconstructed density matrix shown in Fig. 12 to the ideal maximally entangled state in eq. (33) is calculated to be F ¼ 0:85. Since the fidelity of classical states should not exceed 0.5 as decribed above, the result shows that the observed two-photon polarization state has true entanglement beyond the classical limit. If one considers a state that models the degradation of entanglement assuming an imbalance of the polarization at the source and the mixture of noise originating from uncorrelated photons, the fidelity of the reconstructed density matrix to the model state is 0.94. This means that the degradation of entanglement in the observed state is almost expressed by the two origins modeled in the analysis. Note that part of such degradation can be compensated by local filtering of the polarization, i.e., by entanglement distillation.
96)
Quantitative measures of entanglement
A density matrix contains all information on a quantum state. However, it has so many elements that it is not convenient for the direct and simple measurement of entanglement. To date, a number of measures for the quantitative evaluation of entanglement have been proposed. Bell's inequality is one of such measures. Entanglement of formation (E F ), or ebit, is a measure of entanglement; 1 ebit corresponds to a pair of qubit in a maximally entangled state and E F quantifies how much ebit can be constructed from the state concerned, or how much ebit is necessary to construct the state, by the use of local operation and classical communication (LOCC). 97) Concurrence 98) (C) and tangle 99) (T C 2 ) are also used as quantitative measures of entanglement. In general, it is difficult to obtain E F directly from a density matrix. In a 2-qubit system, however, C and T can be calculated from a density matrix and then we can obtain E F . 98) For example, the values of C, T, and E F obtained from the density matrix shown in Fig. 12 are 0.75, 0.56, and 0.65, respectively.
19) E F means that if we have 100 sets of the twophoton state, we can obtain 65 pairs of maximally entangled photons via LOCC. Taking account of the fact that E F ¼ 0 for the classically correlated state (7), we observe that our state shown in Fig. 12 has a considerably high degree of entanglement, even though it is not perfect.
These entanglement measures are in principle obtained from a density matrix. However, we must obtain a large number of correlation measurement sets, at least more than the number of matrix elements, to reconstruct the density matrix. Thus, density matrix reconstruction is impractical for a large number of qubit systems because the number of measurement sets that is necessary for the density matrix reconstruction rapidly increases with increasing number of qubits; we need ð2 n Þ 2 ¼ 4 n measurement sets for the n-qubit system. On the other hand, more efficient methods using such as entanglement witness 100, 101) to evaluate entanglement have been proposed and performed. 102, 103) These are expected to be powerful for the evaluation of entanglement in larger systems.
Entanglement beyond Qubits
In this article, we have focused on the entanglement shared by a pair of photons. The polarization entanglement, as well as the time-bin entanglement, shared by a pair of photons is categorized into the most simple class, i.e., 2-qubit entanglement. In addition to this most simple class, photons can have other kinds of entanglement, such as entanglement in continuous variables, and that in discrete states with more than two degrees of freedom (qudit). Entanglement in quadrature variance 29) was experimentally demonstrated and applied to unconditional quantum teleportation. 104) However, the entanglement in quadrature variance is essentially encoded to ensemble states of photons, but not to a single photon pair. An example of a continuous variable entanglement in a pair of photons is energy-time entanglement, an analogue to EPR's positionmomentum entanglement. Suppose that a pair of daughter photons are generated by PDC from a parent photon that has a certain photon energy h " ! 0 . As a result of the energy conservation in eq. (27) , the daughter photons have photon energies h " ! A and h " ! B that satisfy the relation
If we express the energy eigenstates of each photon as j!i i (i = A or B), the two photon sate j i is entangled so that
where f ð!Þ is a function that describes the distribution of the complex amplitude of the down-converted photons. This is referred to as energy-time entanglement. The concept is close to EPR's original idea, 1) which concerns momentum and position, instead of energy and time. Franson proposed to investigate the energy-time entanglement using a pair of spatially separated interferometers, 105) known as a Franson interferometer. He predicted that the energy-time entangled state in eq. (45) results in interdependent interference fringes between the two separate interferometers, 105) and the prediction was demonstrated experimentally. 106) Another important example of entanglement between photons is photon-number entanglement. Suppose we have N photons and separate them into two paths, A and B. If we express the photon number eigenstates (Fock states) of each path as jni i , the total state j i is expressed as
where c n is the distribution amplitude. Of particular interest is the case that c n ¼ 0 other than n ¼ 0 or N, i.e.,
This particular photon-number entangled state is often called NOON state. 110, 111) It would be possible to use the NOON state in realizing high-resolution quantum imaging beyond the classical diffraction limit. 112, 113) Furthermore, twin photons generated by PDC have a strong spatial correlation. In the ideal one-dimensional case, the state is expressed by a form of spatial entanglement
where jxi i expresses the state in which the photon i (i = A or B) is generated at x. 114, 115) This entanglement is attributed to the property of the twin photons; they are generated at the same place in the nonlinear crystal. Similar to the NOON state, the state in eq. (48) also exhibits diffraction and interference patterns as if the twin photons had the wavelength =2. [114] [115] [116] In addition to the spatial entanglement, the twin photons have a strong correlation in their momenta, i.e., momentum entanglement, which is a consequence of the momentum conservation in eq. (28) in PDC. The spatial and momentum entanglements, which again are very close to EPR's original idea, 1) are essentially concerned with continuous variables. However, using the spatial or momentum entanglement combined with a number (N) of slits, apertures, or optical fibers, one can generate useful entanglement in N-dimensional qudit systems. 117, 118) As mentioned in §2.3, the polarization of a photon is interpreted as its spin angular momentum. A photon has another degree of angular momentum, i.e., the orbital angular momentum associated with Laguerre-Gaussian modes of the light beam. Entanglement has also been found between the angular momenta of photon pairs generated by PDC. 119) In this case, the degree of freedom of the angular momentum is not limited to 2, and thus it can present entanglement in a qudit system. Finally, hyperentanglement, i.e., multiple combination of entanglement encoded in different physical quantities such as polarization, spatial modes (position or momentum), orbital angular momentum, and energy-time, held in a pair of photons has recently been investigated. 120, 121) A photon pair in the hyperentangled state can contain multiple copies of a certain entangled state encoded in different degrees of freedom. Taking advantage of this multivariate character, one can characterize the entanglement between the photon pairs using local measurements on either one of the constituent photons. 122) These kinds of entanglement between photons, some of which are in continuous variables and others with more than two degrees of freedom, would present novel interesting phenomena beyond those expected for a simple 2-qubit entanglement.
Summary
We have discussed the generation, observation, and characterization of entangled photons. Among the various media thus far developed for handling entanglement, photons are the most versatile and practical media by which we can generate, process, and distribute entanglement. Photon-pair polarization is the most simple yet versatile system on which 2-qubit entanglement is encoded. Although in this article, we have not mentioned multipartite entanglement between more than two qubits, one can produce such multipartite entanglement from two entangled photon pairs or more. To date, entanglement in up to six photons has been achieved experimentally. 123) Furthermore, technologies of processing entanglement, such as distillation, swapping, purification, and concentration 96, [124] [125] [126] are of crucial importance to practical applications in QICT. Polarizationentangled photons have been used in all these fundamental experiments.
From the first realization of entangled photons using atomic sources, many studies of the generation and observation of entangled photons have been carried out. One of the most successful and popular methods to date has been the use of PDC. Recently, QPM technology has been used to enhance the potential and flexibility of PDC in entangled photon generation. Semiconductor sources, which have been demonstrated most recently, have opened the way of realizing entangled photon-emitting diodes. Moreover, fiber-based sources are attracting interest because of their potential in telecom wavelength. Such practical sources of entangled photons are one of the key technologies in the development of QICT and thus will be attracting our interest.
